# Changes to the fourth edition following January 2019 update

## Section | Page | Amendment
--- | --- | ---
**Separating Wall – Masonry**
E-WM-9 | 6 | Points 7 & 8 adjusted to read “cement:sand render”.

## Separating Wall – Timber
E-WT-2 | 1 | First bullet point 1 Clarification to show all acceptable sheathing options.
DO box | 1 | 2nd bullet point reworded.
Checklist | 8 | New item 3 added; subsequent items renumbered.

## Separating Wall – Steel
E-WS-1 | 2 | Diagram 1 Fusion Thermashield added as a flanking option
| | | Note added referencing separating floors and Table 3c.
| | 2 | Diagram 2 Fusion Thermashield added as a flanking option
| | | Note added referencing separating floors and Table 3c.
| | 8 | Checklist New item 6 added; subsequent items renumbered.

E-WS-5 | 10 | Diagram 11.2 Service void specification corrected to read “1 layer of gypsum board”.

## Separating Floor – Concrete
E-FC-5 | 6 | Contact details Resilient system corrected to read “YELOfor® HD10+”.

## Separating Floor – Steel
E-FS-3 | 2 | Diagram 1 Option added to space gypsum board lining off Fusion Thermashield.
| Ceiling treatments | 4 | New CT1 and CT2 options added to allow use of generic resilient bar.
| Checklist | 6 | Item 6 reworded to cover ceiling treatment options.
| | | New items 10 & 11 added; subsequent items renumbered.
| | | Collecta contact details updated.

## Appendix A2
Icopal-MONARFLOOR BRIDGESTOP | 2 | Description of item 4 amended to reflect revised component name.